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ABSTRACT
This paper initiates the study of online algorithms for the main-
taining a maximum weight b-matching problem, a generalization
of maximum weight matching where each node has at most b ≥ 1
adjacent matching edges. The problem is motivated by emerging
optical technologies which allow to enhance datacenter networks
with reconfigurable matchings, providing direct connectivity be-
tween frequently communicating racks. These additional links may
improve network performance, by leveraging spatial and temporal
structure in the workload. We show that the underlying algorith-
mic problem features an intriguing connection to online paging,
but introduces a novel challenge. Our main contribution is an on-
line algorithm which isO(b)-competitive; we also prove that this is
asymptotically optimal.We complement our theoretical results with
extensive trace-driven simulations, based on real-world datacenter
workloads as well as synthetic traffic traces.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks→ Network architectures; • Theory of computa-
tion→ Online algorithms; Interactive computation.
KEYWORDS
reconfigurable networks, demand-aware networks, online algo-
rithms, competitive analysis, b-matching
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation: Reconfigurable Datacenters
The popularity of distributed data-centric applications related to
machine learning and AI has led to an explosive growth of datacen-
ter traffic, and researchers are hence making great efforts to design
more efficient datacenter networks, providing a high throughput
at low cost. Indeed, over the last years, much progress has been
made in the design of innovative datacenter interconnects, based
on fat-tree topologies [2, 36], hypercubes [26, 56], expanders [34]
or random graphs [52], among many others [30, 57]. All these net-
works have in common that their topology is static and fixed.
An emerging intriguing alternative to these static datacenter
networks are reconfigurable networks [9, 10, 20, 23, 24, 32, 35, 41, 42,
54, 55, 58]: networks whose topology can be changed dynamically.
In particular, novel optical technologies allow to provide “short
cuts”, i.e., direct connectivity between top-of-rack switches, based
on dynamic matchings. First empirical studies demonstrate the
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potential of such reconfigurable networks, which can deliver very
high bandwidth efficiency at low cost.
The matchings provided by reconfigurable networks are either
periodic (e.g., [41, 42]) or demand-aware (e.g., [24]). The latter is
attractive as it allows to leverage structure in the demand: datacen-
ter traffic is known to be highly structured, e.g., traffic matrices are
typically sparse and some flows (sometimes called elephant flows)
much larger than others [11, 48]. This may be exploited: in principle,
demand-aware datacenter networks allow to directly match racks
which communicate more frequently, leveraging spatial and tem-
poral locality in the workload [5]. These reconfigurable matchings
are usually assumed to enhance a given fixed datacenter topology
based on traditional electric switches [24]: the remaining traffic
(e.g., mice flows) can be routed along the fixed network, e.g., using
classic shortest path control planes such as ECMP.
The advent of such hybrid static-dynamic datacenter networks
introduces an online optimization problem: how to enhance a given
fixed topology with a set of additional shortcut “demand-aware”
edges, such that the current demand is served optimally (e.g., large
flows are routed along short paths, minimizing the “bandwidth
tax” [42]), while at the same time reconfiguration costs are kept
minimal (reconfigurations take time and can temporarily lead to
throughput loss).
1.2 Problem in a Nutshell
The above problem can be modeled as an online dynamic version of
the classicb-matching problem [4] (whereb is the number of optical
switches). In this problem, each node can be connected with at most
b other nodes (using optical links), which results in a b-matching.
Interestingly, while the offline version of theb-matching problem
has been studied intensively in the past (e.g., in the context of
matching applicants to posts) [51], we are not aware of any work
on the dynamic online variant. As the problem is fundamental
and finds applications beyond the reconfigurable datacenter design
problem, we present it in the following abstract form.
Input.We are given an arbitrary (undirected) static weighted and
connected network on the set of nodes V connected by a set of
non-configurable links F : the fixed network. LetV 2 be the set of all
possible unordered pairs of nodes fromV . For any pair τ = {u,v} ∈
V 2, let ℓτ denote the length of a shortest path between nodes u
and v in graph G = (V , F ). Note that u and v are not necessarily
directly connected in F .
The fixed network can be enhanced with reconfigurable links,
providing a matching of degree b: Any node pair from V 2 may
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become a matching edge (such an edge corresponds to a reconfig-
urable optical link), but the number of matching edges adjacent to
any node has to be at most b, for a given integer b ≥ 1.
The demand is modelled as a sequence of communication re-
quests1 σ = {s1, t1}, {s2, t2}, . . . revealed over time, where {si , ti } ∈
V 2.
Output and Objective. The goal is to schedule the reconfigurable
links over time, that is, to maintain a dynamically changing b-
matchingM ⊆ V 2. Each node pair fromM is called amatching edge
and we require that each node has at most b adjacent matching
edges. We aim to jointly minimize routing and reconfiguration
costs, defined below.
Costs. The routing cost for a request τ = {s, t} depends on whether
s and t are connected by a matching edge. In this model, a given
request can either only take the fixed network or a direct matching
edge (i.e., routing is segregated [24]). If τ < M , the requests is routed
exclusively on the fixed network, and the corresponding cost is ℓτ
(shorter paths imply smaller resource costs, i.e., lower “bandwidth
tax” [42]). If τ ∈ M , the request is served by the matching edge,
and the routing costs 0 (note that this is the most challenging cost
function: our result only improves if this cost is larger).
Once the request is served, an algorithm may modify the set of
matching edges: reconfiguration costs α per each node pair added
or removed from the matching M . (The reconfiguration cost and
time can be assumed to be independent of the specific edge.)
Online algorithms. An algorithm On is online if it has to take
decisions without knowing the future requests (in our case, e.g.,
which edge to include next in the matching and which to evict).
Such an algorithm is said to be ρ-competitive [14] if there exists
a constant β such that for any input instance I, it holds that
cost(On,I) ≤ ρ · cost(Opt,I) + β ,
where cost(Opt,I) is the cost of the optimal (offline) solution
for I. It is worth noting that β can depend on the parameters of the
network, such as the number of nodes, but has to be independent
of the actual sequence of requests. Hence, in the long run, this
additive term β becomes negligible in comparison to the actual cost
of online algorithm On.
1.3 Our Contributions
This paper initiates the study of a natural problem, online dynamic
b-matching. For example, this problem finds direct applications in
the context of emerging reconfigurable datacenter networks.
We make the following contributions:
• We show that the online dynamic b-matching problem fea-
tures an interesting connection to online paging problems,
however, with a twist, introducing a new challenge.
• We present anO((1 + ℓmax/α) · b)-competitive deterministic
algorithm, where ℓmax = maxe ∈V 2 ℓe . Note that in all rele-
vant practical applications ℓmax ≪ α (i.e., the cost of routing
between any two nodes is much smaller than the cost of
reconfiguration, and hence the term ℓmax/α is negligible).
1A request could either be an individual packet or a certain amount of data transferred.
This model of a request sequence is often considered in the literature and is more
fine-grained than, e.g., a sequence of traffic matrices.
• We derive a lower bound which shows that no deterministic
algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio better than b.
• We verify our approach experimentally, performing exten-
sive trace-driven simulations, based on real datacenter work-
loads as well as synthetic traffic traces.
1.4 Challenges, Technical Novelty, Scope
At the heart of our approach lies the observation that online b-
matching is similar to online paging [1, 21, 38, 53]: each node in the
network can manage its reconfigurable edges in a cache of size b.
However, making a direct reduction to caching seems impossible as
reconfigurable edges involve both incident nodes, which introduces
non-trivial dependencies. Without accounting for these dependen-
cies, the competitive ratio would be in the order of the total number
of reconfigurable edges in the network, whereas we in this paper
derive results which only depend on the number of per-node edges.
Our algorithms hence combine “per-node caches” in a clever way.
Generally, we believe that the notion of link caching has inter-
esting implications for reconfigurable network designs beyond the
model considered in this paper. In particular, caching strategies
can typically be implemented locally, and hence may allow to over-
come centralized control overheads, similar to the stable matching
algorithms proposed in the literature [24]. However, we leave the
discussion of of such decentralized schedulers to future work.
1.5 Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Our online
algorithm is described and analyzed in Section 2, and the lower
bound is presented in Section 3. We report on our simulation results
in Section 4. After reviewing related literature in Section 5, we
conclude our contribution in Section 6.
2 ALGORITHM BMA
This section introduces our online b-matching algorithm, together
with a competitive analysis. As described above, in our case study
of reconfigurable networks, the matching links may for example de-
scribe the reconfigurable links provided by optical circuit switches,
offering shortcuts between datacenters racks.
Before we present the algorithm and its analysis in details, let
us first provide some intuition of our approach and the underlying
challenges. To this end, let us for now assume that the fixed network
G = (V , F ) is a complete unweighted graph (e.g., capturing the
distances in a datacenter network), that α = 1, and that all requests
are node pairs involving one chosen nodew . Also recall that each
node can have at most b incident matching edges.
In this simplified scenario, we can observe that the choice of an
appropriate set of matching edges becomes essentially a variant
of online caching (more precisely, a variant of online paging with
bypassing [19]). That is, an algorithm maintains a set of at most
b edges incident to w that are in the matching. These edges can
be thought as “cached”: subsequent requests to matched (cached)
edges do not incur further cost. Thus, from the perspective of a
single node, the question is roughly equivalent to maintaining a
cache of at most b items (which leads to the typical algorithmic
questions such as which item to cache or evict next).
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm Bma
1: Initialization: ▷ Matching is empty and counters are zero
2: M ← ∅
3: for each edge e do
4: he ← 0
5:
6: Request τ = {u,v} arrives:
7: if τ < M then
8: hτ ← hτ + 1
9: if hτ = Tτ then ▷ If τ becomes saturated,
10: Execute FixSaturation(u,τ )
11: Execute FixSaturation(v,τ )
12: if hτ = Tτ then ▷ and if no desaturation event occured,
13: Execute FixMatching(u)
14: Execute FixMatching(v)
15: M ← M ∪ {τ } ▷ add τ to the matching.
16:
17: Routine FixSaturation(w,τ ):
18: E ′w = Ew \ {τ }
19: if |E ′w ∩ {e : he = Te }| ≥ b then ▷ If the number of saturated node pairs from E ′w is at least b,
20: for each edge e ∈ Ew do ▷ reset counters of all node pairs from Ew (desaturation event atw).
21: he ← 0
22:
23: Routine FixMatching(w):
24: if |M ∩ Ew | = b then ▷ If there are already b incident matching edges,
25: Pick any e∗ ∈ M ∩ Ew such that he∗ < Te∗ ▷ remove any unsaturated edge e∗ from the matching.
26: M ← M \ {e∗}
However, if we simply run independent paging algorithms at
all nodes, local perspectives of particular nodes might not be co-
herent with each other: one endpoint of a node may want to keep
an edge in the matching, while the other may want to evict it from
the matching. This is practically undesirable, as transmitters and
receivers typically need to be aligned and coordinated [24, 42]. To
illustrate this issue, assume that nodew wants to add a new match-
ing edge {w,w ′}, but it already has b incident matched edges. To
accommodate a new matching edge,w removes edge {w,w ′′} from
the matching. This however removes the edge not only from the
“cache” of nodew , but also from the “cache” of nodew ′′. Handling
this coherence issue with a low overall cost, constitutes a main
technical challenge that we need to tackle in our algorithm.
2.1 Algorithm Definition
Our algorithm Bma is defined as follows. For each node pair e ∈ V 2,
Bma keeps a counter he , initially equal to zero. The value of he
will always be a lower bound for the number of times e has been
requested since it was removed from the matching the last time
(or from the beginning of the input sequence if e was never in the
matching). For each node pair e ∈ V 2 we define a threshold
Te = 2 · ⌈α/ℓe ⌉ .
Once the counter he reaches Te , and additional certain conditions
are fulfilled, edge e will be added to the matching. Otherwise, the
counter will be reset to zero. A node pair e ∈ V 2 whose counter
value is equal to Te is called saturated; our algorithm always keeps
all saturated node pairs in the matching. Note that theseTe requests
to node pair e induced a total cost ofTe ·ℓe ∈ [2α , 2(α/ℓe +1) ·ℓe ] =
[2α , 2α + 2ℓe ].
For any nodew , we define Ew = {{w,v} : v ∈ V }, i.e., Ew ⊆ V 2
is the set of all node pairs, with one node equal tow . Recall that, at
any time,M ⊆ V 2 denotes the set of matching edges.
Bma is designed to preserve three invariants:
Counter invariant: 0 ≤ he ≤ Te .
Saturation invariant: If he = Te , then e ∈ M .
Matching invariant: If e ∈ M , then he = Te or he = 0.
plus an invariant for any nodew :
Saturation degree invariant: |{e ∈ Ew : he = Te }| ≤ b.
A pseudo-code for our algorithm Bma is given in Algorithm 1.
In the next section, we will explain it in more details, and prove
that it never violates the invariants.
2.2 Maintaining Invariants
At the beginning, the matching M is empty and the counters of
all edges are zero, and thus all invariants hold. Below we describe
what happens upon serving a communication request τ by Bma
and how Bma ensures that all invariants are preserved.
Bma first verifies whether τ is a matching edge. If so, then such
a request incurs no cost and Bma does nothing. Otherwise, by the
saturation invariant, hτ ≤ Te − 1. In this case, Bma pays for the
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communication request and increments counter hτ . The increment
preserves the counter invariant. The matching invariant holds emp-
tily as τ < M . If hτ is still below Te , then the remaining invariants
also hold and Bma does not execute any further actions.
However, if the value of hτ reachesTτ (τ becomes saturated), the
saturation invariant becomes violated (τ should be a matching edge)
and also the saturation degree invariants may become violated at u
and v . We now explain how Bma handles these issues.
Bma first ensures that the saturation degree invariant is satisfied
at both endpoints of τ . To this end, Bma executes the FixSatura-
tion routine at u and v . If at any node w ∈ {u,v} the number of
saturated node pairs from Ew different from τ is already b, all edges
of Ew , including τ , have their counters reset to zero. In this case, we
say that a desaturation event occurred at the respective endpointw .
Note that all four cases are possible: there can be no desaturation
event, a desaturation event can occur at u, at v , or at both of u and
v . The execution of the FixSaturation routines reestablishes the
saturation degree invariants, and preserves counter, saturation and
matching invariants at all edges different from τ .
For edge τ , the corresponding counter and matching invariants
clearly hold. If any desaturation event occurs, then it also fixes the
saturation invariant for τ , and Bma need not do anything more.
Otherwise (no desaturation event occurs, that is, hτ is still equal
to Tτ ), the saturation invariant is violated: τ has to be added to the
matching. However, if any of τ endpoints already has b incident
matching edges, one such edge has to be removed from thematching
before. This is achieved by the FixMatching routines executed at
both u and v : if necessary, they remove one incident non-saturated
matching edge. It remains to show that such amatching edge indeed
exists.
Lemma 2.1. A non-saturated matching edge e∗ chosen at Line 25
of the algorithm Bma (in routine FixMatching(w)) always exists.
Moreover, when it is removed, he∗ = 0.
Proof. Assume that FixMatching(w) is executed (for a node
w ∈ {u,v}). Let Sw = Ew ∩ {e : he = Te } be the set of saturated
node pairs from Ew . Note that FixMatching(w) is preceded by
the execution of FixSaturation(w,τ ): it ensures that |Sw | ≤ b
(Sw contains τ and at most b − 1 other edges).
Let Mw = M ∩ Ew be the set of matching edges incident to w .
The condition at Line 24 ensures that |Mw | = b.
Now, observe that the set Sw \Mw is non-empty as it contains the
requested node pair τ . However, as |Mw | ≥ |Sw |, the setMw \Sw is
non-empty either, and any of its edges is a viable candidate for e∗.
Finally, by the matching invariant, the counter of a matching
edge e ∈ Mw is equal either to Te or 0. Hence, the counters of all
matching edges inMw \ Sw are zero, and thus he∗ = 0. □
2.3 Desaturation Events
Fix any nodew . For the analysis of Bma, a natural approach would
be to estimate the number of paid requests to all node pairs of Ew
between two desaturation events atw . This number corresponds
to the total increase of all counters corresponding to these node
pairs in the considered time interval. However, such an approach
fails as these counters may be reset multiple times because of de-
saturation events at other nodes. In particular, it is possible that a
node pair {w,u} from Ew in included multiple times in the match-
ing between two desaturation events atw . Therefore, we develop
a more complicated accounting scheme.
First, not only we track counters, but for any node pair e we
keep track of a set He of requests paid by Bma (that caused the
increase of the counter he , i.e., |He | = he ). When the counter he is
reset, the set He is emptied.
When requests paid by Bma become removed from sets He , we
map them to the corresponding desaturation events: for any de-
saturation event d , we create a set of requests Ad , so that all these
sets are disjoint. Requests that still belong to the current contents
of sets He are not (yet) mapped. More precisely, note that when
a desaturation event at a nodew occurs, we empty all sets He for
node pairs e ∈ Ew . If a request τ = {u,v} triggers a single desatu-
ration event du at u, then we simply set Adu =
⊎
e ∈Eu He , i.e., we
map all requests corresponding to counters that were reset by du .
If, however, a request τ = {u,v} triggers desaturation events du
and dv both at u and v , we want requests from Hτ to be mapped
(partially) to both desaturation events. Thus, we partition Tτ re-
quests from Hτ arbitrarily into two subsets Hvτ and Huτ , each of
cardinality Tτ /2 = ⌈α/ℓe ⌉, and set Adu = Huτ ∪
⊎
e ∈Eu \τ He and
Adv = H
v
τ ∪
⊎
e ∈Ev \τ He .
For any request set P , let ℓ(P) = ∑e ∈P ℓe , i.e., ℓ(P) is the cost of
serving all requests from P without using matching edges. For any
desaturation event d and a node pair e , let Ad (e) be the requests
ofAd to node pair e . The following observation follows immediately
by the definition of Bma and sets Ad .
Observation 1. Fix any desaturation eventd at any nodew . Then,
the following properties hold:
(1) For any node pair e ∈ Ew , it holds that |Ad (e)| ≤ Te .
(2) There exists a set P ⊆ Ew of cardinality b + 1, such that
|Ad (e)| ≥ Te/2 for each e ∈ P .
2.4 Competitive Ratio of Bma
We now use sets Ad to estimate the costs of Bma and Opt. We do
not aim at optimizing the constants, but rather at the simplicity of
the argument.
Lemma 2.2. Let D(I) be the set of all desaturation events that
occurred during input I. Then,
cost(Bma,I) ≤ 4 · |V 2 | · (α + ℓmax) + 2
∑
d ∈D(I)
ℓ(Ad ) .
Proof. Within this proof, we consider contents of sets He right
after Bma processes the whole input I. For any node pair e ∈ V 2,
the set He contains at most Te edges, and therefore
ℓ(He ) ≤ Te · ℓe ≤ 2 · α + 2 · ℓe ≤ 2 · (α + ℓmax) .
Any request to a node pair e paid by Bma is either in set He or
it was already assigned to a set Ad for some desaturation event
d ∈ D(I). Thus, the cost of serving all requests by Bma is at most∑
e ∈V 2
ℓ(He ) +
∑
d ∈D(I)
ℓ(Ad ) ≤ 2 · |V 2 | · (α + ℓmax) +
∑
d ∈D(I)
ℓ(Ad ).
To bound the cost of matching changes, we observe that by
the definition of Bma, only a saturated node pair e may become
included in the matching. If e becomes removed from the matching
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later, then by Lemma 2.1, the counter of e must have dropped to
zero in the meantime. Therefore, any addition of e to the matching
can be mapped to the unique Te paid requests to e . As the cost
of such Te requests is Te · ℓe ≥ 2 · α , the total cost of including
e in the matching is dominated by the half of the cost of serving
requests to e . Furthermore, as the number of removals from the
matching cannot be larger than the number of additions, the total
cost of excluding e from the matching is also dominated by the
same amount. Summing up, the matching reconfiguration cost of
Bma is not larger than its request serving cost, i.e.,
cost(Bma,I) ≤ 4 · |V 2 | · (α + ℓmax) + 2
∑
d ∈D(I)
ℓ(Ad ),
which concludes the lemma. □
Lemma 2.3. Let D(I) be the set of all desaturation events that
occurred during input I. Then
cost(Opt,I) ≥ 13 · (b + 1) · (1 + ℓmax/α)
∑
d ∈D(I)
ℓ(Ad ) .
Proof. To estimate the cost of Opt, it is more convenient to
think that its cost is not associated with node pairs but with nodes.
That is, we distribute the cost of Opt pertaining to node pairs
(paying for a request, including an edge in thematching or removing
an edge from the matching) equally between the endpoints: When
Opt pays ℓτ for a request at node pair τ = {u,v}, we account cost
ℓτ /2 for node u and cost ℓτ /2 for node v . When Opt pays α for
including node pair {u,v} into the matching or excluding it from
the matching, we associate cost α/2 with node u and α/2 with
node v .
Now, fix a desaturation eventd at a nodew . Letd0 be the previous
desaturation event at node w . (If d is the first desaturation event
atw , then d0 is the beginning of the input I.) Note that all requests
of Ad appeared between d0 and d .
Let the node cost (in Opt’s solution) ofw between d0 and d be
denoted cost(Opt,d). As each node-cost paid by Opt is covered
by at most one term cost(Opt,d), it holds that cost(Opt,I) ≥∑
d ∈D(I) cost(Opt,d). Hence, our goal is to lower bound the value
of cost(Opt,d) for any desaturation event d (at some nodew).
We sort the edges from Ew by the cost of serving them between
d0 and d . That is, let Ew = {e1, e2, . . . , e |V |−1} and
ℓ(Ad (e1)) ≥ ℓ(Ad (e2)) ≥ · · · ≥ ℓ(Ad (e |V |−1)) .
Let k be the number of node pairs from Ew that Opt added to the
matching between d0 and d . The corresponding node cost ofw due
to matching changes is then at least k · α/2. Then, the total number
of all node pairs from Ew that Opt may have in the matching at
some time between d0 and d is at most b + k . Therefore, Opt pays
for requests from Ad to all node pairs but at most b + k node pairs,
i.e.,
cost(Opt,d) ≥ k · α/2 + ℓ(Ad ) −
b+k∑
j=1
ℓ(Ad (ej )) .
To lower-bound this amount, we first observe that for any k ≥ 0,
it holds that
3 · (b + 1) · [ℓ(Ad (eb+k+1)) + k · α/2] ≥ (b + k + 1) · α (1)
Indeed, ifk = 0, then by Property 2 of Observation 1), ℓ(Ad (eb+1)) ≥
α/2, and thus (1) follows. If k ≥ 1, then (3/2) · (b + 1) ·k ≥ b +k + 1
holds for any b ≥ 1, which implies (1).
Second, by Property 1 of Observation 1, for each node pair e ∈
Ew , it holds that
ℓ(Ad (e)) ≤ Te · ℓe ≤ 2 · (α + ℓmax) = 2α · (1 + ℓmax/α) . (2)
Therefore, using (1) and (2), we obtain that
cost(Opt,d) ≥ k · α/2 +
|V |−1∑
j=b+k+1
ℓ(Ad (ej ))
= k · α/2 + ℓ(Ad (eb+k+1)) +
|V |−1∑
j=b+k+2
ℓ(Ad (ej ))
≥ (b + k + 1) · α3 · (b + 1) +
|V |−1∑
j=b+k+2
ℓ(Ad (ej ))
≥
∑b+k+1
j=1 ℓ(Ad (ej ))
6 · (b + 1) · (1 + ℓmax/α) +
|V |−1∑
j=b+k+2
ℓ(Ad (ej ))
≥ 16 · (b + 1) · (1 + ℓmax/α) ·
|V |−1∑
j=1
ℓ(Ad (ej ))
=
ℓ(Ad )
6 · (b + 1) · (1 + ℓmax/α) .
Summing this relation over all desaturation events from the input I
and using the relation cost(Opt,I) ≥ ∑d ∈D(I) cost(Opt,d) yields
the lemma. □
Theorem 2.4. Bma is O((1 + ℓmax/α) · b)-competitive.
Proof. Fix any input instance I and let D(I) be the number of
desaturation events that occurred when Bmawas executed on I. By
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we immediately obtain that cost(Bma,I) ≤
12 · (b + 1) · (1 + ℓmax/α) · cost(Opt,I) + 4 · |V 2 | · (α + ℓmax),
i.e., the competitive ratio is at most 12 · (b + 1) · (1 + ℓmax/α) =
O((1 + ℓmax/α) · b). □
3 LOWER BOUND
Theorem 3.1. The competitive ratio of any deterministic algorithm
Det is at least b.
Proof. Let our graph be a star of b+2 nodesv0,v1, . . . ,vb ,vb+1
and non-reconfigurable edge set
F = { (v0,v1), (v0,v2), . . . , (v0,vb+1) } .
Each edge of F has length 1. We start with any matching that
connects v0 to b leaves. At any time, the adversary chooses vi
which is not currently matched with v0, and requests a node pair
(v0,vi ) for α times. These α requests constitute one chunk.
For each chunk, Det pays at least α : either for modifying the
matching or for bypassing all α requests. An offline algorithm
Off (that knows the entire input sequence) could however make
a smarter selection of an edge to remove from the matching: Off
chooses the one which is not going to be requested in the nearest
b rounds. Hence, Off pays at most α · ⌈k/b⌉ for k chunks of the
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input. For growing k , the ratio between the costs of Det and Off
becomes arbitrarily close to b, and hence the lemma follows. □
4 SIMULATIONS
In order to complement our theoretical contribution and analytical
results on the competitive ratio in the worst case, we conducted
extensive simulations, evaluating our algorithms on real-world
traffic traces. In the following, we report on our main results.
4.1 Methodology
All our algorithms are implemented in Python (3.7.3), using the
graph library NetworkX (2.3.2). All simulations were conducted on
a machine with two Intel Xeon E5-2697V3 processors with 2.6 GHz,
128 GB RAM, and 14 cores each.
Our simulations are based on the following workloads:
• Facebook [48]: We use the batch processing trace (Hadoop)
from one of Facebook datacenters, as well as traces from one
of Facebook’s database clusters.
• Microsoft [24]: This data set is simply a probability distribu-
tion, describing the rack-to-rack communication (a traffic
matrix). In order to generate a trace, we sample from this
distribution i.i.d. Hence, this trace does not contain any tem-
poral structure by design (e.g., is not bursty) [5]. However, it
is known that it contains significant spatial structure (i.e., is
skewed).
• pFabric [3]: This is a synthetic trace and we run the NS2
simulation script obtained from the authors of the paper to
generate a trace.
In order to evaluate our algorithm, we are comparing four differ-
ent scenarios in our simulations:
• Oblivious: The network topology is fixed and not optimized
towards the workload by adding reconfigurable links.
• Static: The network topology is enhanced with an optimal
static b-matching, computed with the perfect knowledge of
the workload ahead of time.
• Online BMA: The online algorithm described in this paper.
• LRU BMA: Like online BMA, however, the cache is now
managed according to a least-recently used (LRU) strategy.
In other words, when a link needs to be cached and the cache
is full, the least recently used link in the cache is evicted.
For all simulations, we assume a Clos-like datacenter topol-
ogy [2], connecting 100 servers (leaf nodes of the Clos topology).
In addition, the number of requests for each of our simulations de-
pends on the actual trace, therefore the simulations on the Facebook
cluster have a slightly different amount of requests than e.g., the
Microsoft trace data. Each test run was performed with six different
request counts. The simulations were repeated 5 times, each time
with a different subset of the whole data set to account for certain
variance in the data; the presented results are averaged over these
simulation runs. We evaluated our algorithms with several values
for b ∈ {4, 8, 12} and α = 6. Note that for larger b, less traffic will
be routed over the static network, given our cost function. Given
this, and the fact that reconfigurable links require space, we will be
particularly interested in relatively small values of b: only a small
fraction of all possible n ∗ (n − 1) links is actually used. Evaluat-
ing the effectiveness of small values for b is hence not only more
interesting, but also more realistic.
4.2 Results
In order to study to which extent the Online BMA algorithm can
leverage the temporal locality available in traffic traces, we first
consider the effectiveness of the link cache, as a microbenchmark.
Figure 1 shows a comparison of the hit ratio of Facebook’s database
traces (left), pFabric traces (right) and Microsoft traces. We can
observe that in the case of the pFabric and Microsoft traces, a
relatively high hit ratio is obtained after a short warm-up period,
especially if a least-recently-used (LRU BMA) caching strategy is
used. We can also observe that our online algorithm performs better
under the pFabric andMicrosoft traces, which is expected: empirical
studies have already shown that these traces feature more structure
than the batch processing traces [5]. We also find that the results
naturally depend on the cache size, see Figure 2 (left). An important
remark is, that the degree b need to be understood relative to the
total number of switch ports, i.e., similar results are obtained for
relatively larger b values.
It is interesting to compare the results of our online algorithms to
demand-oblivious topologies as well as to static topologies. Figure 2
gives a comprehensive overview of our algorithms performance in
terms of route lengths (left and right plot) and also regarding the
cache hit ratio (middle plot) for different cache sizes for the Face-
book Hadoop cluster. Notably, Figure 2 (left and middle plot) gives
insights into our algorithm’s performance over all 5 test runs, illus-
trating the average result, as well as the maximum and minimum
result (shaded areas).
As expected,Oblivious always performs worse than Static,Online
BMA and LRU BMA. We further observe that the performance of
Online BMA comes close to the performance of Static, which knows
the demands ahead of time (but is fixed). We expect that under
longer request sequences, when larger shifts in the communication
patterns are likely to appear, the online approach will outperform
the static offline algorithm. To investigate this, however, the publicly
available traffic traces are not sufficient.
While the Microsoft trace does not contain temporal structure
as it is sampled i.i.d., it can still be exploited toward a more efficient
routing and yield a very high cache hit ratio, due to its spatial
structure, i.e., the skewed traffic matrix. See Figure 3.
In conclusion, while ourmain contribution in this paper concerns
the theoretical result, we observe that our online algorithm per-
forms fairly well under real-world workloads, even without further
optimizations (besides an improved cache eviction strategy).
5 RELATEDWORK
Reconfigurable networks based on optical circuit switches, 60 GHz
wireless, and free-space optics, have received much attention over
the last years [10, 20, 24, 35, 58]. It has been shown empirically
that reconfigurable networks can achieve a performance similar
to a demand-oblivious full-bisection bandwidth network at signifi-
cantly lower cost [10, 24]. Furthermore, the study of reconfigurable
networks is not limited to datacenters and interesting use cases
Online B-Matching Technical Report, 2020, Vienna, Austria
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Figure 1: Left: Hit ratio for Facebook database cluster trace (with lower temporal locality), Middle: pFabric trace (with high temporal locality), Right: Microsoft trace
(with high spatial locality).
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Figure 2: Left and Right: Facebook Hadoop cluster: routing costs. Middle: Facebook Hadoop cluster: hit ratio for different cache sizes.
also arise in the context of wide-area networks [28, 29] and over-
lays [47, 49].
Our paper is primarily concerned with the algorithmic problems
introduced by such technologies. In this regard, our paper is re-
lated to graph augmentation models, which consider the problem
of adding edges to a given graph, so that path lengths are reduced.
For example, Meyerson and Tagiku [43] study how to add “short-
cut edges” to minimize the average shortest path distances, Bilò
et al. [12] and Demaine and Zadimoghaddam [16] study how to
augment a network to reduce its diameter, and there are several
interesting results on how to add “ghost edges” to a graph such that
it becomes (more) “small world” [25, 45, 46]. However, these edge
additions can be optimized globally and in a biased manner, and
hence do not form a matching. In particular, it is impractical (and
does not scale) to add many flexible links per node in practice. An-
other line of related works considers the design of demand-aware
networks from scratch [6, 7, 27], ignoring the fixed topology which
is available in current architectures (and in the near future). In this
regard, the works by Foerster et al. [22] are more closely related
to our paper: the authors present algorithms that enhance a given
network with a matching to optimize the (weighted average) route
lengths. However, all the papers discussed in this paragraph so far
focus on the static problem variant and do not consider dynamic re-
configuration over time. Reconfigurable networks over time which
explicitly account for reconfiguration costs include Eclipse [54],
SplayNets [50] and Push-Down Trees [8], which however do not
provide a deterministic guarantee on the competitive ratio of the
online algorithm and in case of [8, 50] are also limited to tree net-
works.
In this paper, we initiated the study of an online version of the
dynamic b-matching problem. A polynomial-time algorithm for the
static version of this problem has already been presented over 30
years ago [4, 51], and the problem still receives attention today due
to its numerous applications, for example in settings where cus-
tomers in a market need to be matched to a cardinality-constrained
set of items, e.g., matching children to schools, reviewers to papers,
or donor organs to patients but also in protein structure alignment,
computer vision, estimating text similarity, VLSI design
Note that there is a line of papers studying (bipartite) online
matching variants [13, 15, 17, 18, 33, 37, 40, 44]. This problem at-
tracted significant attention in the last decade because of its con-
nection to online auctions and the famous AdWords problem [39].
Despite similarity in names (e.g., the bipartite (static) b-matching
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Figure 3: Left: Microsoft ProjecToR: routing costs. Right: Microsoft ProjecToR: hit ratio.
variant was considered in [31]), this model is fundamentally dif-
ferent from ours. That is, it considers bipartite graphs in which
nodes and (weighted) edges appear in time and the algorithm has
to choose a subset of edges being a matching. In our scenario, the
(non-bipartite) graph is given a priori, and the algorithm has to
maintain a dynamic matching. One way of looking at our scenario
is to consider the case where edges weights can change over time
and the matching maintained by an algorithm needs to catch up
with such changes.
6 CONCLUSION
Motivated by emerging reconfigurable datacenter networks whose
topology can be dynamically optimized toward the workload, we
initiated the study of a fundamental problem, online b-matching.
In particular, we presented competitive online algorithms which
find an optimal trade-off between the benefits and costs of recon-
figuring the matching. While our main contribution concerns the
derived theoretical results (i.e., the competitive online algorithm
and the lower bound), we believe that our approach has several
interesting practical implications: in particular, our algorithm is
simple to implement, has a low runtime and, as we have shown,
performs fairly well also under different real-world workloads and
synthetic traffic traces.
Our work opens several interesting avenues for future research.
In particular, we have so far focused on deterministic algorithms,
and it would be interesting to explore randomized approaches; in
fact, our first investigations in this direction indicate that a similar
approach as the one presented in this paper may be challenging to
analyze in the randomized setting, due to the introduced dependen-
cies, and we conjecture that the problem is difficult. On the practical
side, it would be interesting to investigate specific reconfigurable
optical technologies as well as specific datacenter topologies (such
as Clos topologies) in more details, and tailor our algorithms and
develop distributed implementations for an optimal performance
in this case study.
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